In this paper, we propose a novel content-based blind watermarking algorithm which is robust to arbitrary affine transformation attacks. Although watermarking technology has improved remarkably nowadays, algorithm that resistant to geometric transformation attacks remains to be a challenge to the researchers. A small distortion of the watermarked image may lead the failure of many existing watermark detecting and extracting algorithms because of the destruction of synchronization. We present a synchronization method based on the barycentric coordinate representation of the host image. We first segment the host image according to the pixel values, then calculate the weighted center (of mass) of each part, and then select three of these centers to establish a barycentric coordinate system. The host image is represented using this barycentric coordinate system. A squared area is chosen and is decomposed using 3-level discrete biorthogonal wavelet transform. The watermark is embedded in the middle bands of the wavelet decomposition of the represented host image using a CDMA based algorithm. The watermarked image is obtained by inverse wavelet transform and inverse barycentric coordinate transform. In the watermark extraction phase, the same segmentation should be done on the received image, and the received image should be represented using the barycentric coordinate system, and a corresponding squared area is chosen and decomposed using the same biorthogonal wavelet transform as used in the watermark embedding phase, and then the watermark is extracted from the middle bands using the CDMA based algorithm. The proposed algorithm is absolutely blind. Multi-bit information can be embedded in the host image. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is robust to arbitrary affine transformation attacks and many other attacks.
Introduction
The application of internet and e-commerce are universal in recent years. Distribution of digital images, videos, and other multimedia products is widespread. So protection of copyright for digital multimedia products are more and more important. Digital watermarking is the most widely used technique for copyright protection, ownership identification, and fingerprinting. A watermark is a piece of information, such as a logo, a license number, or any other sign of copyright or ownership that is embedded in a digital product. Watermarks are divided into visible watermarks and invisible watermarks according visibility. Visible watermarks are deliberately designed to be perceptible to human observers. They are used to prevent unauthorized access to multimedia products. On the other hand, invisible watermarks are designed to be imperceptible to human eyes without the help of hardware systems and corresponding programs. They are mainly used to verify ownerships and protect copyright. The process of invisible watermarking consists of two basic phases: watermark embedding and watermark extraction/detection. In watermark embedding phase, the information bits of the watermark are embedded into the host image in the spatial or transform domain. Distortions are inevitably introduced in this phase since the pixel values of the host image are adjusted to hide the watermark information. But we can keep the imperceptibility of the embedded watermark by controlling the embedding intensity. In the watermark extraction/detection phase, the received image may have suffered intentionally or unintentionally attacks, which often leads to the failure of watermark extraction/detection. So the watermarking scheme should be designed to be resistant to certain typical attacks. Imperceptibility and robustness are two main requirements for most invisible watermarking schemes (except for fragile watermarking which aim at protecting product contents from tampering).
Many watermaking schemes with good imperceptibility and robust to one or more kinds of attacks such as noising, lowpass filtering, and JPEG compression are proposed by the researchers, e.g., see [1] [2] [3] . But designing watermarking schemes that are resistant to geometrical transformation attacks is still a challenge to watermark researchers. Even a small geometric distortion of the watermarked image may lead to the failure of many existing watermark detection algorithms because of the destruction of synchronization. J. Ruanaidh and T. Pun suggested a Fourer-Mellin transform based scheme to deal with the geometric attacks such as rotation, scaling and translation (RST) [4] . But that algorithm is only theoretically workable, it is difficult to implement. Lin et al improved that algorithm by embedding a one-dimensional signal generated by projecting the Fourier-Mellin transformed image onto the log-radius axis [5] . Pereira and Pun suggested a template method for watermark synchronization [6] . In their scheme, an additional template is embedded into the host image to estimate the parameters of the affine geometric attacks, and these estimated parameters are used to recover the affine distortions, then watermark detection is performed on the recovered image. Successful detection of the synchronization template is pivotal for this algorithm. But this may be a difficult task when the embedded template is deformed by attacks. On the other hand, security problem may occur when many images watermarked with this method share a common template [1] . Image normalization based scheme is also an important direction of affine resistant watermarking. Kang and Delp suggested reconstructing images with respect to the angle orientation and the flipping condition by comparing the central moments [7] . Alghoniemy and Tewfik use 11 moment-invariants to design geometric-invariant authentication systems [8] . Zernike moment based geometrically robust watermarking schemes are proposed by Kim and Li [9] , Xin, Liao, and Pawlak [10] .
Another important direction of geometrically invariant watermark is feature based watermarking. Bas, Chassery, and Macq proposed a scheme based on feature points extraction and Delaunay tessellation, which is resistant to geometric transformations [11] . Before embedding/detecting, they first extract feature points using Harris detector [12] , then perform a tessellation on the feature points set, and normalize the obtained triangles to isosceles triangles to compensate the deformation. Their method can correct deformations caused by image rotation, scaling and affine transformation. But it is unstable since the Harris detector they used for feature points detecting is not so robust to pixel position disturbance. Some feature points may fail to be detected, which leads to the loss of the information embedded in the corresponding triangles. Tang and Hang embedded the watermark information bits in the disk derived form the feature points [13] . Tone and Hamada proposed a watermarking algorithm based on affine invariant feature detection. They use Harris affine detector for feature points extraction [15] , and embed the watermark information bits in the normalized disc areas around the feature points.
The performance of all feature based watermarking schemes heavily depend on the robustness and computation efficiency of the feature detector. The Harris corner detector is not scale invariant. Lindeberg introduced an automatic scale selection to improve the scale invariance of Harris corner detector [16] . Mikolajczyk and Schmid refined that method and proposed Harris-Laplace and Hessian-Laplace scheme, which is scale-invariant and highly repeatable [17] . Lowe speed up the previous scheme by using a difference of Gaussians (DoG) filter to approximate the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) [18] . Lowe also proposed a scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) for local feature detection and matching [19] . He suggested a 128 dimensional descriptor for each local feature, which makes the matching stable but time consuming. Bay et al suggested a scheme coined with SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature) to accelerate feature detection and matching [20] , which is computationally efficient and robust.
In this paper, we propose a novel content-based blind watermarking scheme which is robust to arbitrary affine transformation attacks. We present a synchronization method based on the barycentric coordinate representation of the host image. We first segment the host image according to the pixel values, then calculate the weighted center (of mass) of each part and the center of the whole image, and then select three of these centers to establish a barycentric coordinate system. The host image is represented using this barycentric coordinate system. A squared area is chosen and is decomposed using 3-level discrete biorthogonal wavelet transform. The watermark is embedded in the middle bands of the wavelet decomposition of the represented host image using a CDMA based algorithm. The watermarked image is obtained by inverse wavelet transform and inverse barycentric coordinate transform. In the watermark extraction phase, the same segmentation should be done on the received image, and the received image should be represented using the barycentric coordinate system, and a corresponding squared area is chosen and decomposed using the same biorthogonal wavelet transform that is used in the watermark embedding phase, and then the watermark is extracted from the middle bands using the CDMA based algorithm. The proposed algorithm is absolutely blind. Multi-bit information can be embedded in the host image. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is robust to arbitrary affine transformation attacks and many other attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give a flow chart of the watermark embedding process, and detail the key steps. In section 3, we introduce the watermark extraction process of the proposed scheme. In section 4, we present the experimental results. Finally, we give the conclusions in section 5.
The Watermark embeding Scheme
In this section, we first give the flow chart of the watermark embedding process of the proposed scheme in fig. 1 , and then we will explain the key steps in details.
Pixel Value Based Image Segmentation (PVBIS)
In this step, the input image is segmented into 3 separated parts according its pixel value distribution. 
Mass Centers Computation (MCC)
In this step, we compute the mass center of the image parts IA , IB , IC and the overall image I . The canonical mass center formula is given as follows 
Where c x and c y are the horizontal and vertical coordinate, respectively. But for the purpose of robustness, we adjust the previous formula. For example, the adjusted mass center of IA is given by the following formula: x y c is the adjusted mass center of image I , T is any affine transformation, then ( ) T c is the mass center of ( ) T I . We omit the proof here.
Reference Points Choosing (RPC)
In this step, we choose three points from the four adjusted mass centers as reference points which will be used in the next step. The criterion is that the three chosen reference points should constitute the vertices of a triangle with largest area.
Barycentric Coordinate Transform (BCT)
In this step, we first use the reference points chosen in the previous step to construct a barycentric coordinate transform, and then use the constructed transform to represent the input image in the barycentric coordinate system, and finally extract a squared area from the represented image, which will be used for watermark embedding. We first introduce some basic knowledge on barycentric coordinates. Let 
But the coefficients 1 2 3 , , in (1) are not unique. In order to get a unique representation, we add the following constraint :
The unique solution 1 2 3 ( , , ) are said to be the barycentric coordinates of r in the barycentric coordinate system 1 2 3 r ,r ,r , which are also known as the area coordinates because of their geometric meaning. Since 3 is uniquely determined by 1 2 , , we also use 1 2 ( , ) to denote the barycentric coordinates of r . Given the Cartesian coordinates ( , )', 1,2,3
x y i r of the reference points that constitute the barycentric coordinate system 1 2 3 r ,r ,r , we can easily covert the Cartesian coordinates of any point in the plane to barycentric coordinates by the following formula: 1  1  3  2  3  1   1  3  2  3  2 , x x x x x y y y y y (6) we call it the barycentric coordinate transformation (BCT). The inverse barycentric coordinate transformation (IBCT) is given by
. x x x x x y y y y y (7) The barycentric coordinates are affine-invariant, i.e., if 1 2 ( , )' are the barycentric coordinates of a point r in the barycentric coordinate system 1 2 3 r ,r ,r , T is any affine transformation, then are also the barycentric coordinates of ( ) T r in the barycentric coordinate system 1 2 3 ( ) ( ) ( ) T r ,T r ,T r . It is the affine invariance of the barycentric coordinates that motivates the barycentric coordinate representations (BCRs) of images. The implementing of a BCR is just an affine image transformation.
We do not perform the BCT on the whole image since it is transformed into a parallelogram image, which is not convenient for discrete wavelet transform that will be used in the next step. Instead, we only transform a parallelogram area of the input image, which is transformed exactly into a squared area in the barycentric coordinate system. This parallelogram area can be determined by the inverse image of the four vertices of the squared area in the barycentric coordinate system. After choosing such parallelogram area, the BCT is performed on it to obtain a squared image in the barycentric coordinate system, which will be used in the next step.
Discrete Biorthogonal Wavelet Transform (DBWT)
The fifth step is to perform discrete biorthogonal wavelet transform (DBWT) on the squared area obtained in the previous step. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) decompose signals into different components. It is believed that DWT is more advantageous in modeling the human vision system (HVS) then the other transforms such as discrete Fourer transform (DFT) and discrete cosine transform (DCT). So it is widely used image processing. Traditional DWT use orthogonal wavelet functions as bricks to represent an arbitrary signal. But the orthogonality restrict the construction of wavelets with more useful properties, such as high vanish moments as well as linear phase. Biorthogonal wavelets break out this restriction, which make it possible to construct smooth biorthogonal wavelets with short supports, high vanish moments as well as linear phase. DBWT are more advantageous than DWT in the fields such as image compression, invisible watermarking. In our scheme, we use the Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau (CDF) wavelet, which is a family of biorthogonal wavelets that is used for JPEG 2000 compression standard [21] , to decompose the extracted squared image. We perform a 3-level DBWT on the extracted squared image, and use the detail coefficients in the largest scale for watermark embedding in the next step.
Watermark Embedding (WE)
In this step, we perform the watermark embedding using the code division multiple access (CDMA) scheme [22, 23] . In addition to the detail coefficients in the largest scale obtained in the previous step, the watermark and a key are also necessary inputs. The watermark is binary sequence. In the key some seeds to generate pseudo random sequences are stored. Because of page limits, we can not detail the CDMA watermarking scheme here, readers refer to [22, 23] for details of the scheme.
Inverse Discrete Biorthogonal Wavelet Transform (IDBWT)
In this step, an IDBWT is performed to obtain the watermarked squared image.
Inverse Barycentric Coordinate Transform (IBCT)
The final step is to perform an IBDT to transform the watermarked squared image in the barycentric coordinate system back and then embedded it into the original image to obtain the final watermarked image.
Remarks
The embedded watermark may disturb the positions of the mass centers since the pixel values are modified slightly in the watermark embedding process. So the chosen reference points may not coincide with the mass centers of the watermarked image. We solve this problem by iterating the above steps 3-4 times. In each iteration we recompute the mass centers using the watermarked image obtained in the previous iteration, and select three of them as new reference points, then continue the rest steps using these new reference points (but the watermark embedding is still performed on the original image) to obtain a new watermarked image. Experimental results show that after 4 iterations, the maximum distance of the reference points and the corresponding mass centers of the watermarked image are smaller than 0.001 pixel width. Fig.2 gives the flow chart of the watermark extraction process; the meanings of the abbreviations are the same as in the previous section. The received image is attacked by affine transformations and other attacks such as lowpass filtering, JPEG compression and noising. The first step is to perform PVBIS on the received image to segment the received image using the same method as that is used in the watermark embedding phase. The second step is MCC to compute the corresponding mass centers of each part of the received image and the whole received image. The third step is RPC, which chooses three reference points with largest triangle area from the four mass centers obtained in the previous step. The fourth step is BCT, from which we obtain a squared image in the barycentric coordinate system. The fifth step is the same DBWT that we have used in the watermark embedding phase. The final step is watermark extraction (WEX) using CDMA based algorithms.
The Watermark Extraction Scheme

Experimental Results
We have performed a series of experiments to test the robustness, imperceptibility and information capacity of the proposed scheme. We perform our experiments by repeating the following steps: Step1: Inputting a new watermark sequence and embedding it into the test image using our scheme and then calculating the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of the watermarked image.
Step2: attacking the watermarked image using affine transformation A . Step3: extracting watermark from the attacked image using the proposed scheme and calculating the bit-error rate (BER) of the extracted watermark. The bit-error rate is calculated by the following formula: As an example, fig. 3 shows the original image (a), the watermarked image (b), and the affine attacked watermarked image(c). The watermarked image is obtained by embedding a watermark with capacity of 36 bits in the original image. The PSNR of the watermarked image is 48.4445 db. The difference between the watermarked image and the original image is imperceptible for human observers. The bit-error rate of the extracted watermark is 5.56%. Table 1 gives the average PSNR and bit-error rate of the proposed scheme for watermarks with different capacity. We have tested the watermarks with increasing capacity 18, 24, 36 and 72 bits. The results show that the average biterror rate increases rapidly as the watermark capacity increases.
Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel content-based blind watermarking scheme based on barycentric coordinate transform, biorthogonal wavelet transform and CDMA techniques. The proposed scheme is robust to arbitrary affine transformation attacks and is efficient in computation. Multi-bit information can be imbedded into the host image using this scheme. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme is robust to arbitrary affine attacks. 
